COVID-19 RESPONSE

WHAT WE'RE DOING TO HELP

Here's a snapshot of what ExxonMobil Baton Rouge and our 3,000 employees are doing to support the COVID-19 response.

SUPPLYING THE FRONTLINE:

- Manufactured hand sanitizer at Chemical Plant and packaged at Port Allen Lubricants Plant
- Provided isopropyl alcohol made at Chemical Plant to local & national hand sanitizer product efforts
- Donated hand sanitizer to EBR School System, BR Health District, MOHSEP & GOHSEP
- Supplied feedstock materials to make PPE (masks, gowns, face shields) for national healthcare industry

PROVIDING GRANT FUNDING TO:

- The Walls Project for remote learning technology for EBR students; matched by Cox Communications
- Mayor's "Keep BR Serving" initiative with focus on North BR restaurants
- "Fueling the Fight" collaborative to provide meals to hospital workers
- Catholic Charities to support North Baton Rouge families
- VIPS learn-from-home enrichment program in North Baton Rouge

CARING FOR OUR COMMUNITY

- Donated gasoline to local first responders
- Provided 1,500 gas gift cards to local hospital workers
- Assisted LSU in face mask production efforts
- Sent thank-you videos to healthcare workers and first responders